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Abstra t

This paper des ribes algorithms that learn to improve sear h performan e on larges ale optimization tasks. The main algorithm, Stage, works by learning an evaluation
fun tion that predi ts the out ome of a lo al sear h algorithm, su h as hill limbing or
Walksat, from features of states visited during sear h. The learned evaluation fun tion is
then used to bias future sear h traje tories toward better optima on the same problem. Another algorithm, X-Stage, transfers previously learned evaluation fun tions to new, similar
optimization problems. Empiri al results are provided on seven large-s ale optimization
domains: bin-pa king, hannel routing, Bayesian network stru ture- nding, radiotherapy
treatment planning, artogram design, Boolean satis ability, and Boggle board setup.
1. Introdu tion

Global optimization problems are ubiquitous in areas su h as VLSI design, drug design, jobshop s heduling, inventory management, medi al treatment planning, and transportation
planning. Formally, an instan e of a global optimization problem onsists of a state spa e
X and an obje tive fun tion Obj : X ! <; the goal is to nd a state x 2 X that minimizes Obj. If X is large, then nding x is generally intra table unless the problem has a
spe ialized global stru ture, su h as a linear program. However, many general-purpose lo al
sear h algorithms attempt to exploit Obj's lo al stru ture to lo ate good approximate optima; these in lude iterative improvement (hill limbing), simulated annealing (Kirkpatri k,
Gelatt, & Ve hi, 1983), tabu sear h (Glover & Laguna, 1993), and Walksat (Selman,
Kautz, & Cohen, 1996). They work by imposing a neighborhood relation on the states of
X and then sear hing the graph that results, guided by Obj.
Lo al sear h has been likened to \trying to nd the top of Mount Everest in a thi k
fog while su ering from amnesia" (Russell & Norvig, 1995, p.111). In this metaphor, the
limber onsiders ea h step by onsulting an altimeter and de iding whether to take the
step based on the hange in altitude. But suppose the limber has a ess to not only an
. The rst author's urrent aÆliation is with ITA Software of Cambridge, MA (www.itasoftware. om).
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altimeter, but also additional senses and instruments|for example, the urrent x and y
lo ation, the slope of the ground underfoot, and whether or not the urrent lo ation is on a
trail. These additional \features" may enable the limber to make a more informed, more
foresightful, evaluation of whether to take a step.
Additional state features are generally plentiful in real optimization domains. Pra titioners of lo al sear h algorithms often append su h features to their obje tive fun tion as
extra terms; they may then spend onsiderable e ort tweaking those terms' oeÆ ients.
This ex erpt, from a book on simulated annealing for VLSI design (Wong, Leong, & Liu,
1988), is typi al:
Clearly, the obje tive fun tion to be minimized is the hannel width w. However, w is too rude a measure of the quality of intermediate solutions. Instead,
for any valid partition, the following ost fun tion is used:
C

= w + p  p + U  U
2

2

(1)

The state feature U measures the sparsity of the horizontal tra ks, while p measures the
longest path length in the urrent partition. In this appli ation, the authors hand-tuned
the oeÆ ients of the extra state features p and U , setting p = 0:5 and U = 10. (We
will show that our algorithm learned to assign, ounterintuitively, a negative value to U ,
and a hieved mu h better performan e.) Similar examples of evaluation fun tions being
manually on gured and tuned for good performan e an be found in, e.g., the work of
Falkenauer & Del hambre (1992) and Szykman & Cagan (1995).
We address the following question: an we exploit extra features of an optimization
problem to generate improved evaluation fun tions automati ally, thereby guiding sear h
to better solutions?
This paper presents one approa h to doing so, based on ma hine learning: the Stage
algorithm. We present Stage in Se tion 2. Se tion 3 reports empiri al results of Stage on
a set of seven domains, in luding an analysis of why it helped onsiderably on most domains
but failed to help on another. Se tion 4 presents a natural extension to Stage in whi h
the learned evaluation fun tions are transferred among similar problem instan es. Finally,
Se tion 5 pla es Stage in the ontext of related work, and Se tion 6 outlines dire tions for
future resear h in this area.
2

2. The STAGE Algorithm

The Stage algorithm automati ally onstru ts predi tive evaluation fun tions by analyzing
sear h traje tories. It then uses these evaluation fun tions to guide further sear h on the
same problem instan e. In this se tion we present Stage, in luding its foundations in
reinfor ement learning, and illustrate its performan e on a simple example.
2.1 Learning to Predi t

The performan e of a lo al sear h algorithm depends on the state from whi h the sear h
starts. We an express this dependen e in a mapping from starting state x to expe ted
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sear h result:
V  (x) = expe ted best Obj value seen on a traje tory that starts from
(2)
state x and follows lo al sear h method 
Here,  represents a lo al sear h method su h as hill limbing or simulated annealing. V  (x)
evaluates x's promise as a starting state for .
For example, suppose we want to minimize the one-dimensional fun tion Obj(x) =
(jxj 10) os(2x) over the domain X = [ 10; 10℄, as depi ted in Figure 1. Assuming a
neighborhood stru ture on this domain where tiny moves to the left or right are allowed,
hill limbing (greedy des ent) sear h learly leads to a suboptimal lo al minimum for all
but the lu kiest of starting points. However, the quality of the lo al minimum rea hed
does orrelate strongly with the starting position: V  (x)  jxj 10. Gathering data from
only a few suboptimal traje tories, a fun tion approximator an easily learn to predi t that
starting near x = 0 will lead to good performan e.
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Figure 1: Left: Obj(x) for a one-dimensional minimization domain. Right: the fun tion
V  (x) that predi ts hill limbing's performan e on that domain.
We approximate V  using a fun tion approximation model su h as polynomial regression, where states are en oded as real-valued feature ve tors. As dis ussed above, these
input features may en ode any relevant properties of the state, in luding the original obje tive fun tion Obj(x) itself. We denote the mapping from states to features by F : X ! <D ,
and our approximation of V  (x) by V~  (F (x)). Our experiments reported here all use simple
linear or quadrati regression models to t V~  , sin e in remental training of these models an be made extremely eÆ ient in time and memory (Press, Teukolsky, Vetterling, &
Flannery, 1992; Boyan, 1998). These models also have the property that they aggressively
extrapolate trends from their training samples. Su h extrapolation bene ts Stage in its
sear h for promising, previously unvisited states.
Foundations of

V

is well-de ned for any lo al sear h pro edure , assuming that the obje tive fun tion
is bounded below. Assuming also that  is proper (guaranteed to terminate), training
data for supervised learning of V~  may readily be obtained by running  from di erent

V
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starting points. Assuming further that the algorithm  behaves as a Markov hain|i.e.,
the probability of moving from state x to x0 is the same no matter when x is visited and
what states were visited previously|then intermediate states of ea h simulated traje tory
may also be onsidered alternate \starting points" for that sear h, and thus used as training
data for V~  as well. This insight enables us to get not one but perhaps hundreds of pie es
of training data from ea h traje tory sampled. The extra training points olle ted this
way may be highly orrelated, so their e e t on optimization performan e is an empiri al
question; our results show that the improvement an be substantial.
One further assumption on the lo al sear h pro edure is of interest: monotoni ity. The
pro edure  is said to be monotoni if the obje tive fun tion never in reases along a sear h
traje tory. Under this assumption and the aforementioned assumptions that the pro edure
is Markovian and proper,  is equivalent to a xed poli y for a Markov de ision pro ess
(Puterman, 1994), and V  is the value fun tion of that poli y. Value fun tions satisfy
lo al onsisten y equations (Bellman, 1957), so algorithms more sophisti ated than MonteCarlo simulation with supervised learning are appli able: in parti ular, the TD() family of
temporal-di eren e algorithms may make better use of training data, onverge faster, and
use less memory during training (Sutton, 1988). LSTD(), an eÆ ient least-squares formulation of TD() (Boyan, 2001), applies spe i ally to the linear approximation ar hite tures
we use. However, the experiments reported in this paper use only lassi al supervised mahine learning (in parti ular, least-squares polynomial regression), so the monotoni ity of
pro edure  need not be assumed.
1

2.2 Using the Predi tions

The learned evaluation fun tion V~  (F (x)) evaluates how promising x is as a starting point
for algorithm . To nd the best starting point, we must optimize V~  over X .
Note that even if V~  is smooth with respe t to the feature spa e|as it surely will be
if we represent V~  with a simple model like quadrati regression|it may still give rise to
a omplex ost surfa e with respe t to the neighborhood stru ture on X . The existen e of
a state with features similar to those of the urrent state does not imply there is a step in
state-spa e that will take us to that state. Thus, to optimize V~  we must run a se ond stage
of sto hasti lo al sear h|but with V~  (F (x)) instead of Obj(x) as the guiding evaluation
fun tion.
The Stage algorithm provides a framework for learning and exploiting V~  on a single
optimization instan e. As illustrated in Figure 2, Stage repeatedly alternates between two
di erent stages of lo al sear h: (a) running the original method  on Obj, and ( ) running
hill limbing on V~  to nd a promising new starting state for . Thus, Stage an be viewed
as a smart multi-restart approa h to lo al sear h.
Stage plots a single long traje tory through the state spa e, periodi ally swit hing
between the original obje tive fun tion Obj(x) and the newly-learned evaluation fun tion
V~  (F (x)). The traje tory is only broken if the V~  sear h phase a epts no moves, indi ating
that x is a lo al minimum of both evaluation fun tions. When this o urs, Stage resets the
1. In the orresponding MDP, the transition probabilities are de ned by  ; the rewards R(x; x0 ) are de ned
to be Obj(x) on termination steps and 0 on all other steps. Thus, the summed reward of a omplete
traje tory equals the obje tive fun tion value at that traje tory's nal state. The monotoni ity ondition
on  guarantees that the nal state on a traje tory is also the best state, per the de nition of Equation 2.
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Figure 2: A diagram of the main loop of Stage
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Figure 3: Stage on the 1-D minimization example
sear h to a random or prespe i ed initial state. A omplete des ription of the algorithm is
given in Table 1.
2.3 Two Examples

Consider again the one-dimensional wave problem of Figure 1. We en ode this problem for
using the single input feature x, and quadrati regression to represent V~  . Not surprisingly, Stage performs eÆ iently on this problem: after only a few traje tories through
the spa e, it learns a U-shaped paraboli approximation to V  . Hill limbing on V~  , then,
leads dire tly to the basin of the global optimum.
This problem is ontrived, but its essential property|that state-spa e features help to
predi t the performan e of an optimizer|does hold in many pra ti al domains. Simulated
annealing does not take advantage of this property, and indeed performs poorly on this
problem. This problem also illustrates that Stage does more than simply smooth out the
Stage
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STAGE(X , X0 , , Obj, ObjBound, F , Fit, Patien

e, TotEvals):
Given:
 a state spa e X
 starting states X  X , and a method for generating a random state in X
 a lo al sear h pro edure  that is Markovian and guaranteed to terminate
(e.g., hill limbing)
 an obje tive fun tion, Obj : X ! <, to be minimized
 a lower bound on Obj, ObjBound 2 < (may be 1 if no bound is known)
 a mapping F from states to feature ve tors, F : X ! <D
 a fun tion approximator Fit
 a patien e parameter Patien e governing sto hasti hill limbing on V~ 
 TotEvals, the number of state evaluations allotted for this run.
1. Initialize the fun tion approximator; let x 2 X be a random starting state.
2. Loop until the number of states evaluated ex eeds TotEvals:
(a) Optimize Obj using . From x , run sear h algorithm , produ ing a sear h
traje tory (x ; x ; x ; : : : ; xT ).
(b) Train V~  . For ea h point xi on the sear h traje tory, de ne yi :=
minj i:::T Obj(xj ), and add the pair fF (xi ) 7! yig to the training set for Fit.
Retrain Fit, and all the resulting learned evaluation fun tion V~  .
( ) Optimize V~  using hill limbing. Continuing from xT , optimize V~  (F (x))
by performing a sto hasti hill limbing sear h. Cut o the sear h when either
Patien e onse utive moves produ e no improvement, or a andidate state zt
is predi ted to be impossibly good, i.e., V~  (F (zt )) < ObjBound. Denote this
sear h traje tory by (z ; z ; : : : ; zt ).
(d) Set smart restart state. Set x := zt . But in the event that the V~  hill limbing
sear h a epted no moves (i.e., zt = xT ), then reset x to a new random starting
state in X .
3. Return the best state found.
0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

=

+1

+1

0

1

0

0

0

Table 1: The Stage algorithm.
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Figure 4: A small example bin-pa king instan e: the initial state and optimal solution.
waves in Obj(x): doing so here would produ e an unhelpful at fun tion. Stage does
smooth out the waves, but in a way that in orporates predi tive knowledge about lo al
sear h.
We now onsider a more realisti illustration of Stage in operation, on the NP- omplete
problem of bin-pa king (Co man, Garey, & Johnson, 1996). We are given a bin apa ity C
and a list L = (a ; a ; :::an ) of n items, ea h having a size s(ai) > 0. The goal is to pa k
the items into as few bins as possible. Figure 4 depi ts an example bin-pa king instan e
with 30 items. Pa ked optimally, these items ll 9 bins exa tly to apa ity.
To apply lo al sear h, we de ne a neighborhood operator that moves a single random
item to a random new bin having suÆ ient spare apa ity. Stage predi ts the out ome of
sto hasti hill limbing using quadrati regression over two features of the state x:
1. The a tual obje tive fun tion, Obj = # of bins used.
2. Var = the varian e in fullness of the non-empty bins. This feature is similar to a ost
fun tion term introdu ed by Falkenauer & Del hambre (1992).
For the initial state, we simply pla e ea h item in its own bin. With this setup, a sample
run of Stage pro eeds as follows:
 Iteration 1, Step (a): Stage hill limbs from the initial state (Obj = 30; Var = 0:011)
to a lo al optimum (Obj = 13; Var = 0:019). Hill limbing's traje tory through the
feature spa e is plotted in Figure 5a.
 Iteration 1, Step (b): Stage builds a training set that asso iates the feature ve tors
of ea h visited state with the observed out ome, 13. Training produ es the at V~ 
fun tion shown in Figure 5b.
 Iteration 1, Steps ( ) and (d): Hill limbing on this at V~  a epts no moves, so Stage
resets to the instan e's initial state.
1

2
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Figure 5: Iteration #1
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Figure 6: Iteration #2
 Iteration 2, Step (a): Hill limbing on Obj again, Stage produ es a new traje tory

that happens to do better than the rst, nishing at a lo al optimum (Obj = 11; Var =
0:022) as shown in Figure 6a.
 Iteration 2, Step (b): Our training set is augmented with target values of 11 for
all states on the new traje tory. The resulting quadrati V~  already has signi ant
stru ture. Noti e how the ontour lines of V~  , shown on the base of the surfa e plot
(Figure 6b), orrespond to smoothed versions of the traje tories in our training set.
Extrapolating, V~  predi ts that the the best starting points for  are on ar s with
higher Var(x).
 Iteration 2, Steps ( ) and (d): Stage hill limbs on the learned V~  to try to nd a
good starting point. The traje tory, shown as a dashed line in Figure 7a, goes from
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Figure 7: Iteration #3
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Figure 8: Iteration #7
(Obj = 11; Var = 0:022) up to (Obj = 12; Var = 0:105). Note that the sear h was
willing to a ept some harm to the true obje tive fun tion during this traje tory.
 Iteration 3, Step (a): This time, hill limbing on Obj does indeed lead to a yet better
lo al optimum at (Obj = 10; Var = 0:053), shown in Figure 7a.
 During further iterations, the approximation of V~  is further re ned. Continuing to
alternate between hill limbing on Obj and hill limbing on V~  , Stage manages to
dis over the global optimum at (Obj = 9; Var = 0) on iteration seven (see Figure 8).
Stage's omplete traje tory is plotted in Figure 8(a). This example illustrates Stage's
potential to exploit high-level state features to improve performan e on ombinatorial optimization problems. It also illustrates the bene t of training V~  on entire traje tories, not
just starting states: in this run a useful quadrati approximation was learned after only two
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iterations, both of whi h started from the same initial state. Results on larger bin-pa king
instan es, and on many other large-s ale domains, are presented in the following se tion.
3. Results

The results of an extensive experimental evaluation of Stage are summarized in Table 2
(page 88). For seven problems with widely varying hara teristi s, we ontrast the performan e of Stage with that of multi-restart sto hasti hill limbing, simulated annealing,
and domain-spe i algorithms where appli able. The hill limbing runs a epted equi- ost
moves and restarted whenever patien e onse utive moves produ ed no improvement. The
simulated annealing runs made use of the su essful \modi ed Lam" adaptive annealing
s hedule (O hotta, 1994, x4.5); its parameters were hand-tuned to perform well a ross the
whole range of problems but not exhaustively optimized for ea h individual problem instan e.
On ea h instan e, all algorithms were held to the same number of total sear h moves
onsidered, and run 100 times. Note that for Stage, the number of moves onsidered
in ludes moves made during both stages of the algorithm, i.e., both running the baseline
pro edure  and optimizing the learned poli y V~  . However, this number does not apture
Stage's additional overhead for feature onstru tion and fun tion approximator training.
This overhead turned out to be minimal, usually on the order of 10% of the running time,
as we dis uss later in Se tion 3.8. A more detailed des ription of the results and the seven
experimental domains may be found in Boyan's dissertation (1998).
3.1 Bin-pa king

The rst set of results is from a 250-item ben hmark bin-pa king instan e (
, from
(Falkenauer & Del hambre, 1992)). Table 2 ompares Stage's performan e with that of hilllimbing, simulated annealing, and best- t-randomized (Co man et al., 1996), a bin-pa king
algorithm with good worst- ase performan e guarantees. Stage signi antly outperforms
all of these. We obtained similar results for all 20 instan es in the
suite (Boyan, 1998).
How did Stage su eed? The Stage runs followed the same pattern as the runs on the
small example bin-pa king instan e presented above. Stage's learned evaluation fun tion,
V~  (Figure 9), su essfully trades o the original obje tive and the additional bin-varian e
feature to identify promising start states. As in the example instan e (Figure 8), Stage
learns to dire t the sear h toward the high-varian e states from whi h hill limbing is predi ted to ex el.
u250 13

u250

3.2 Channel Routing

The problem of \Manhattan hannel routing" is an important subtask of VLSI ir uit
design. Given two rows of labelled pins a ross a re tangular hannel, we must onne t likelabelled pins to one another by pla ing wire segments into verti al and horizontal tra ks.
Segments may ross but not otherwise overlap. The obje tive is to minimize the area of the
hannel's re tangular bounding box|or equivalently, to minimize the number of di erent
horizontal tra ks needed. Figure 10 shows example solutions for one small and one large
hannel routing problem.
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Figure 9: An evaluation fun tion learned by Stage on bin-pa king instan e
.
Stage learns that states with higher varian e, orresponding to the outer ar s of
the ontour plot, are promising start states for hill limbing.
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Figure 10: Left: a small hannel routing instan e. Right: a 12-tra k solution to instan e
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Problem
Algorithm
Performan e over 100 runs
Instan e
mean
best
worst
Bin-pa king
Hill limbing, patien e=250
109.38 0.10
108
110
(u250 13, opt=103) Simulated annealing
108.19 0.09
107
109
M = 105
Best-Fit Randomized
106.78 0.08
106
107
Stage, quadrati regression
104.77 0.09
103
105
Channel routing
(A) Hill limbing, patien e=250
22.35 0.19
20
24
(YK4, opt=10)
(B) Simulated annealing, Obj = w2 + 0:5p2 + 10U 16.49 0.16
14
19
M = 5  105
(C) Simulated annealing, Obj = w
14.32 0.10
13
15
(D) Hill limbing, patien e=1
14.69 0.12
13
16
(E) Stage, linear regression
12.42 0.11
11
14
(F) Stage, quadrati regression
14.01 0.77
11
31
(G) Hill limbing + random walk
17.26 0.14
15
19
(H) Modi ed Stage|only smooth Obj
16.88 0.22
14
19
Bayes net
Hill limbing, patien e=200
3563.4 0.3 3561.3 3567.4
(MPG)
Simulated annealing
3568.2 0.9 3561.3 3595.5
M = 105
Stage, quadrati regression
3564.1 0.4 3561.3
3569.5
Bayes net
Hill limbing, patien e=200
440567 52 439912 441171
(ADULT2)
Simulated annealing
440924 134 439551 444094
M = 105
Stage, quadrati regression
440432
57 439773 441052
Bayes net
Hill limbing, patien e=200
748201 1714 725364 766325
(SYNTH125K)
Simulated annealing
726882 1405 718904 754002
M = 105
Stage, quadrati regression
730399 1852 718804 782531
Radiotherapy
Hill limbing, patien e=200
18.8220.030 18.003 19.294
(5E)
Simulated annealing
18.8170.043 18.376 19.395
M = 104 ; N = 200 Stage, quadrati regression
18.7210.029
18.294 19.155
Cartogram
Hill limbing, patien e=200
0.1740.002
0.152
0.195
(US49)
Simulated annealing
0.0370.003
0.031
0.170
M = 106
Stage, quadrati regression
0.0560.003
0.038 0.132
6
Satis ability
(J) Walksat, noise=0, uto =10 , tries=100
15.22 0.35
9
19
(par32-1. nf, opt=0) (K) Walksat + Æw = 0 (hill limbing)
690.52 1.96
661
708
M = 108
(L) Walksat + Æw = 10
15.56 0.33
11
19
(M) Stage(Walksat), quadrati regr.
5.36 0.33
1
9
(N) Stage(Walksat/Markov), linear regr. 4.43 0.28
2
8
Boggle setup
Hill limbing, patien e=1000
-8.4130.066 -9.046 -7.473
55
Simulated annealing
-8.4310.086 -9.272 -7.622
M = 105
Stage, quadrati regression
-8.4800.077 -9.355 -7.570

Table 2: Comparative results on a variety of minimization domains. Ea h line reports the
mean, 95% on den e interval of the mean, best, and worst solutions found by 100
independent runs of one algorithm on one problem. All algorithms were limited
to onsidering M total sear h moves. Statisti ally best results are boldfa ed.
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We use the lever lo al sear h operators de ned by Wong et al.(1988) for this problem,
but repla e their ontrived obje tive fun tion C (see Equation 1 above) with the natural
obje tive fun tion Obj(x) = the hannel width w. Wong's additional obje tive fun tion
terms, p and U , along with w itself, were given as the three input features to Stage's
fun tion approximator.
Results on , an instan e with 140 verti al tra ks, are given in Table 2. All methods
were allowed to onsider 500,000 moves per run. Experiment (A) shows that multi-restart
hill limbing nds quite poor solutions. Experiment (B) shows that simulated annealing, as
used with the obje tive fun tion of Wong et al., does onsiderably better. Experiment (C),
simulated annealing with the raw obje tive fun tion Obj(x) = w, does better still, whi h is
surprising be ause Wong et al. invented the extra features of (B) to make their simulatedannealing system perform better. We believe (C) works better be ause it allows a long
simulated annealing run to e e tively random-walk along the ridge of all solutions of equal
ost w, and given enough time it will fortuitously nd a hole in the ridge. In fa t, in reasing
hill limbing's patien e to 1 (disabling restarts) worked nearly as well (D).
Stage used simple linear and quadrati regression models for learning. The results (E,F)
show that Stage learned to optimize superbly, not only improving on the performan e of
hill limbing as it was trained to do, but also nding better solutions on average than the best
simulated annealing runs. Did Stage really work a ording to its design? We onsidered
and eliminated two hypotheses:
1. Sin e Stage alternates between simple hill limbing and another poli y, perhaps it
simply bene ts from having more random exploration? This is not the ase: we tried
the sear h poli y of alternating hill limbing with 50 steps of random walk, and its
performan e (G) was mu h worse than Stage's.
2. The fun tion approximator may simply be smoothing Obj(x), whi h helps eliminate
lo al minima and plateaus? No: we tried a variant of Stage whi h learned to smooth
Obj(x) dire tly instead of learning V~  (H); this also produ ed mu h less improvement
than Stage.
A loser look at the learned oeÆ ients of V~  reveals that Stage does in fa t build a
ounterintuitive, yet su essfully predi tive, se ondary evaluation fun tion for sear h. We
return to this analysis in Se tion 4.1.
YK4

3.3 Bayesian Network Stru ture-Finding

Given a data set, an important data mining task is to identify the Bayesian network stru ture that best mat hes the data. We sear h the spa e of a y li graph stru tures on A
nodes, where A is the number of attributes in ea h data re ord. Following (Friedman &
Yakhini, 1996), we evaluate a network stru ture by a minimum des ription length s ore
whi h trades o between t a ura y and low model omplexity.
Stage was given the following seven extra features:
 the mean and standard deviation of the onditional entropy s ores of the nodes;
 the mean and standard deviation of the number of parameters in the nodes' onditional
probability tables;
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Figure 11: Left: a Bayesian network on 24 binary attributes (Moore & Lee, 1998) that was
used to generate the
dataset. Its Obj s ore is 718641. Right: a
network stru ture learned by a good run of Stage on the dataset. Its Obj s ore
is 719074. Only two edges from the generator net are missing from the learned
net. The learned net in ludes 17 edges not in the generator net (shown as urved
ar s).
SYNTH125K

 the mean and standard deviation of the number of parents the nodes; and
 the number of nodes with no parents.

We applied Stage to three datasets:
, a small dataset onsisting of 392 re ords of
10 attributes ea h;
, a large real-world dataset onsisting of 30,162 re ords of 15
attributes ea h; and
, a syntheti dataset onsisting of 125,000 re ords of 24
attributes ea h. The syntheti dataset was generated by sampling from the Bayesian network depi ted in Figure 11 (left). A perfe t re onstru tion of that net would re eive a s ore
of Obj(x) = 718641.
Results are shown in Table 2. On
, the largest dataset, simulated annealing
and Stage both improve signi antly over multi-restart hill limbing, usually attaining a
s ore within 2% of that of the Bayesian network that generated the data, and on some runs
oming within 0.04%. A good solution found by Stage is drawn in Figure 11 (right). Simulated annealing slightly outperforms Stage on average on this dataset. On the
and
datasets, hill limbing and Stage performed omparably, while simulated annealing did slightly less well on average. In sum, Stage's performan e on the Bayesian network
learning task was less dominant than on the bin-pa king and hannel routing tasks, but it
was still more onsistently best or nearly best than either hill limbing or simulated annealing
on the three ben hmark instan es attempted.
MPG

ADULT2

SYNTH125K

SYNTH125K

MPG

ADULT2
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3.4 Radiotherapy Treatment Planning

Radiation therapy is a method of treating tumors. A linear a elerator that produ es a
radioa tive beam is mounted on a rotating gantry, and the patient is pla ed so that the
tumor is at the enter of the beam's rotation. Depending on the exa t equipment being
used, the beam's intensity an be modulated in various ways as it rotates around the patient.
A radiotherapy treatment plan spe i es the beam's intensity at a xed number of sour e
angles.
EYE1

EYE2

BRAINSTEM TUMOR

Figure 12: A simpli ed radiotherapy instan e
A map of the relevant part of the patient's body, with the tumor and all important
stru tures labelled, is available. Also known are good lini al forward models for al ulating,
from a treatment plan, the distribution of radiation that will be delivered to the patient's
tissues. The optimization problem, then, is to produ e a treatment plan that meets target
radiation doses for the tumor while minimizing damage to sensitive nearby stru tures. The
urrent pra ti e is to use simulated annealing and/or linear programming for this problem
(Webb, 1994).
Figure 12 illustrates a simpli ed planar instan e of the radiotherapy problem. The
instan e onsists of an irregularly shaped tumor and four sensitive stru tures: the eyes,
the brainstem, and the rest of the head. Given a treatment plan, the obje tive fun tion is
al ulated by summing ten terms: an overdose penalty and an underdose penalty for ea h
of the ve stru tures. These ten sub omponents were the features for Stage's learning.
Obje tive fun tion evaluations are omputationally expensive in this domain, so our
experiments onsidered only 10;000 moves per run. Again, all algorithms performed omparably, but Stage's solutions were best on average, as shown in Table 2.
3.5 Cartogram Design

A \ artogram" or \Density Equalizing Map Proje tion" is a map whose boundaries have
been deformed so that population density is uniform over the entire map (Gusein-Zade &
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Tikunov, 1993; Dorling, 1994). We onsidered redrawing the map of the United States su h
that ea h state's area is proportional to its ele toral vote for U.S. President. The goal is to
best meet the new area targets while minimally distorting the states' shapes and borders.
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Figure 13: Cartograms of the ontinental U.S. Ea h state's target area is proportional to
its ele toral vote for U.S. President. The undistorted U.S. map has zero penalty
for state shapes and orientations but a large penalty for state areas, so Obj(x) =
525:7. Hill limbing produ es solutions like the one shown at top right, for whi h
Obj(x) = 0:115: The third artogram, found by Stage, has Obj(x) = 0:043:
We represented the map as a olle tion of 162 points in < ; ea h state is a polygon over
a subset of those points (see Figure 13). Sear h begins at the original, undistorted U.S.
map. The sear h operator onsisted of perturbing a random point slightly; perturbations
that would ause two edges to ross were disallowed. The obje tive fun tion was de ned as
Obj(x) = area + gape + orient + segfra ;
where area penalizes states for missing their new area targets, and the other three terms
penalize states shaped di erently than in the true U.S. map. For Stage, we represented
ea h on guration by the four sub omponents of Obj. Learning a new evaluation fun tion
with quadrati regression over these features, Stage produ ed a signi ant improvement
over hill limbing, but was outperformed by simulated annealing.
2
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3.6 Satis ability

Finding a variable assignment that satis es a large Boolean expression is a fundamental
(indeed, the original) NP- omplete problem. In re ent years, surprisingly diÆ ult formulas
have been solved by Walksat (Selman et al., 1996), a simple lo al sear h method. Walksat, given a formula expressed in CNF (a onjun tion of disjun tive lauses), ondu ts a
random walk in assignment spa e whi h is biased toward minimizing
Obj(x) = # of lauses unsatis ed by assignment x.
When Obj(x) = 0, all lauses are satis ed and the formula is solved.
Walksat sear hes as follows. On ea h step, it rst sele ts an unsatis ed lause at
random; it will satisfy that lause by ipping one variable within it. To de ide whi h one,
it rst evaluates how mu h overall improvement to Obj would result from ipping ea h
variable. If the best su h improvement is positive, it greedily ips a variable that attains
that improvement. Otherwise, it ips a variable whi h worsens Obj: with probability
1 noise , a variable whi h harms Obj the least, and with probability noise , a variable
at random from the lause. The best setting of noise is problem-dependent (M Allester,
Kautz, & Selman, 1997).
Walksat is so e e tive that it has rendered nearly obsolete an ar hive of several hundred
ben hmark problems olle ted for a DIMACS Challenge on satis ability (Selman et al.,
1996). Within that ar hive, only the largest \parity fun tion learning" instan es (nefariously
onstru ted by Kearns, S hapire, Hirsh and Crawford) are known to be solvable in prin iple,
yet not solvable by Walksat. We report here results of experiments on the instan e
, a formula onsisting of 10277 lauses on 3176 variables. Ea h experiment was run
100 times and allowed to onsider 10 bit ips per run.
Experiment J (see Table 2) shows results with the best hand-tuned parameter settings for
Walksat. The best su h run still left 9 lauses unsatis ed. We introdu ed an additional
Walksat parameter Æw , with the following e e t: any ip that would worsen Obj by
more than Æw is reje ted. Normal Walksat has Æw = 1. At the other extreme, when
Æw = 0, no harmful moves are a epted, resulting in an ine e tive form of hill limbing (K).
However, using intermediate settings of Æw |thereby prohibiting only the most destru tive
of Walksat's moves|seems not to harm performan e (L), and in some ases improves it.
For Stage's learning, a variety of potentially useful state features are available, e.g.:
 % of lauses urrently unsatis ed (= Obj(x))
 % of lauses satis ed by exa tly 1 variable
 % of lauses satis ed by exa tly 2 variables
 % of variables that would break a lause (i.e., ause it to be ome unsatis ed) if ipped
 % of variables set to their \naive" setting, de ned to be 1 for variable xi if xi appears
in more lauses of the formula than :xi does, or 0 otherwise.
Can Stage, by observing Walksat traje tories, learn to ombine these features usefully,
as it did by observing hill limbing traje tories in other domains?
Theoreti ally, Stage an learn from any pro edure  that is proper (guaranteed to
terminate) and Markovian. Walksat's normal termination me hanism, utting o after
par32-

1. nf

8
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a pre-spe i ed number of steps, is not Markovian: it depends on an extraneous ounter
variable, not just the urrent assignment. Despite this te hni ality, Stage with quadrati
regression (M) very nearly ompletely solved the problem, satisfying all but 1 or 2 of the
10277 lauses on several runs. Repla ing this me hanism by a properly Markovian uto
riterion for Walksat (namely, terminating with probability 1=10000 after ea h step), and
using linear instead of quadrati regression (N), Stage's improvement over plain Walksat
was about the same. Results on four other 32-bit parity ben hmark instan es were similar.
In these experiments, Walksat was run with noise =25 and Æw =10; full details may be
found in Boyan's dissertation (1998).
We note that re ently developed, spe ial-purpose algorithms for satis ability an now
su essfully satisfy all lauses of the 32-bit parity ben hmarks (Kautz, 2000). Nevertheless, we believe that Stage shows promise for hard satis ability problems|perhaps for
MAXSAT problems where near-miss solutions are useful.
3.7 Boggle Board Setup

In the game of Boggle, 25 ubes with letters printed on ea h fa e are shaken into a 5  5
grid (see Figure 14). The obje t of the game is to nd English words that are spelled out
by onne ted paths through the grid. A legal path may in lude horizontal, verti al, and/or
diagonal steps; it may not in lude any ube more than on e. Long words are more valuable
than short ones: the s oring system ounts 1 point for 4-letter words, 2 points for 5-letter
words, 3 points for 6-letter words, 5 points for 7-letter words, and 11 points for words of
length 8 or greater.
2
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Figure 14: A random Boggle board (8 words, s ore=10, Obj= 0:010) and an optimized
Boggle board found by Stage (2034 words, s ore=9245, Obj= 9:245). The
latter in ludes su h high-s oring words as depre iated, distra ting, spe ialties,
deli ateness and desperateness.
Given a xed board setup x, nding all the English words in it is a simple omputational
task; by representing the di tionary as a pre x tree, S ore(x) an be omputed in about a
3

2. Boggle is published by Parker Brothers, In . The 25- ube version is known as \Big Boggle" or \Boggle
Master."
3. Our experiments make use of the 126,468-word OÆ ial S rabble Player's Di tionary.
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millise ond. It is a diÆ ult optimization task, however, to identify what xed board x has
the highest s ore. For onsisten y with the other domains presented, we pose the problem
as a minimization task, where Obj(x) = S ore(x)=1000: Exhaustive sear h of 26 Boggle
boards is intra table, so lo al sear h is a natural approa h.
We set up the sear h spa e as follows. The initial state is onstru ted by hoosing 25
letters uniformly at random. Then, to generate a neighboring state, either of the following
operators is applied with probability 0.5:
 Sele t a grid square at random and hoose a new letter for it. (The new letter is
sele ted with probability equal to its unigram frequen y in the di tionary.)
 Or, sele t a grid square at random, and swap the letter at that position with the letter
at a random adja ent position.
The following features of ea h state x were provided for Stage's learning:
1. The obje tive fun tion, Obj(x) = S ore(x)=1000.
2. The number of vowels on board x.
3. The number of distin t letters on board x.
4. The sum of the unigram frequen ies of the letters of x. (These frequen ies, omputed
dire tly from the di tionary, range from Freq(e) = 0:1034 to Freq(q) = 0:0016.)
5. The sum of the bigram frequen ies of all adja ent pairs of x.
These features are heap to ompute in rementally after ea h move in state spa e, and intuitively should be helpful for Stage in learning to distinguish promising from unpromising
boards.
However, Stage's results on Boggle were disappointing: average runs of hill limbing,
simulated annealing, and Stage all rea h the same Boggle s ore of about 8400{8500 points.
Boggle is the only nontrivial domain we have tried on whi h Stage's learned smart restarting does not improve signi antly over random-restart hill limbing. What explains this
failure?
To answer this question, we return to Stage's foundations. Stage is designed to map
out the attra ting basins of a domain's lo al minima. Our hypothesis is that when there
is a oherent trend among these attra ting basins, Stage an exploit it. Identifying su h
a oherent trend depends ru ially on the user-sele ted state features, the domain's move
operators, and the regression models onsidered. What our positive results have shown is
that for a wide variety of problems, with very simple hoi es of features and models, a useful
stru ture an be identi ed and exploited.
However, the Boggle results illustrate the onverse of our hypothesis: when the results of
hill limbing from a variety of starting states show no dis ernible trend, then Stage will fail.
The following experiment with Boggle makes this lear. We ran 50 restarts of hill limbing
for ea h of six di erent restarting poli ies:
25

4

4. We allow any letter to appear in any position, rather than onstraining them to the fa es of real 6-sided
Boggle ubes.
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Reassign all 25 tiles in the grid randomly on ea h restart.
EEE: Start with ea h tile in the grid set to the letter `E'.
SSS: Start with ea h tile in the grid set to the letter `S'.
ZZZ: Start with ea h tile in the grid set to the letter `Z'.
ABC: Start with the grid set to ABCDE/FGHIJ/KLMNO/PQRST/UVWXY.
v v : Assign the rst, third, and fth rows of the grid to random onsonants, and the
se ond and fourth rows of the grid to random vowels. High-s oring grids often have a
pattern similar to this (or rotations of this).

random:

-4

- Boggle score (in thousands)

-5

-6

-7

-8

-9

-10
random

EEE

SSS

ZZZ

ABC

cvcvc

Figure 15: Boggle: average performan e of 50 restarts of hill limbing from six di erent sets
of starting states
The boxplot in Figure 15 ompares the performan e of hill limbing from these sets of
states. Apparently, the restarting poli y is irrelevant to hill limbing's mean performan e:
on average, ea h traje tory leads to a Boggle s ore near 7000 no matter whi h of the above
types of starting states is hosen. Thus, Stage annot learn useful predi tions of V  ,
and its failure to outperform multi-restart hill limbing on Boggle is onsistent with our
understanding of how Stage works.
Similar reasoning also explains why Stage annot bootstrap the performan e of simulated annealing|i.e., use  = simulated annealing instead of  = hill limbing in Stage's
inner loop. Simulated annealing's initial period of random sear h (high \temperatures")
makes the out ome of ea h traje tory quite unpredi table from the starting state.
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3.8 Running Times

Be ause our experiments were run dynami ally on a pool of over 100 shared workstations
having widely varying job loads and pro essor speeds, it was impossible to enfor e equalruntime onstraints on ea h ompeting algorithm. Instead, we settled for onstraining ea h
ompeting algorithm to ompute the same number of state evaluations per trial. However,
relative to hill limbing and simulated annealing, Stage arries the additional omputational
burden of training and evaluating a fun tion approximator on V~  . Did this amount to an
unfair advantage for Stage in the results?
In short, the answer is no. In ontrolled timing experiments, we found that Stage's
running time was usually within 10% of hill limbing's, and never more than double it. Disrepan ies, when they did o ur, were aused not by time spent in fun tion approximation,
but rather by su h fa tors as (1) fo using sear h in a higher-quality part of the spa e where
legal moves were more expensive to generate; or (2) a epting an overall mu h smaller perentage of moves, thereby in urring a penalty for undoing many moves. Moreover, in those
same ases, our results would be qualitatively un hanged even if Stage's runs had been
ut o early to a ount for the dis repan ies (Boyan, 1998).
Asymptoti ally, the omputational ost of Stage's fun tion approximation is O(D L +
D ) for linear regression or O(D L + D ) for quadrati regression, where L is the length of
a training traje tory and D is the number of features used. This follows dire tly from the
matrix-update and matrix-inversion steps of least-squares regression. By using very small
numbers of features, and by hoosing features that were heap to generate, we kept the
overhead of learning in our experiments very low. However, Stage's extra overhead for
fun tion approximation would be ome signi ant if many more features or more sophistiated fun tion approximators were used. Furthermore, even if the fun tion approximation
is inexpensive, Stage may require many traje tories to be sampled in order to obtain
suÆ ient data to t V  e e tively.
For some problems su h osts are worth it in omparison with a non-learning method,
be ause a better or equally good solution is obtained with overall less omputation. But
in those ases where we use more omputation, learning may nevertheless be useful if we
are then asked to solve further similar problems (e.g., a new hannel routing problem with
di erent pin assignments). Then we an hope that the omputation we invested in solving
the rst problem will pay o in the se ond, and future, problems be ause we will already
have a V~  estimate. This e e t is alled transfer, and we investigate it in the following
se tion.
2

3

4

6

4. Transfer

4.1 Comparing V~  A ross Instan es

To investigate the potential for transferring learned evaluation fun tions among similar
problem instan es, we rst re-ran Stage on a suite of eight problems from the hannel
routing literature (Chao & Harper, 1996). Table 3 summarizes the results and gives the
oeÆ ients of the linear evaluation fun tion learned independently for ea h problem. To
make the similarities easier to see in the table, we have normalized the oeÆ ients so that
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their squares sum to one; note that the sear h behavior of an evaluation fun tion is invariant
under positive linear transformations.
Problem lower best-of-3 best-of-3
instan e bound hill limbing Stage
10
22
12
8
8
8
9
9
9
11
12
12
20
27
23
35
39
38
50
56
51
39
54
42
21
29
25
YK4

HYC1
HYC2
HYC3
HYC4
HYC5
HYC6
HYC7
HYC8

Table 3:

learned oeÆ ients

< w;
< 0:71;
< 0:52;
< 0:71;
< 0:72;
< 0:71;
< 0:69;
< 0:70;
< 0:71;
< 0:71;

p;

0:05;
0:83;
0:21;
0:30;
0:03;
0:14;
0:05;
0:13;
0:03;

U

>

0:70 >
0:19 >
0:67 >
0:62 >
0:71 >
0:71 >
0:71 >
0:69 >
0:70 >

results on eight problems from (Chao & Harper, 1996). The oeÆ ients
have been normalized so that their squares sum to one.

Stage

The similarities among the learned evaluation fun tions are striking. Like the handtuned ost fun tion C of (Wong et al., 1988) (Equation 1), all but one of the Stage-learned
fun tions assign a relatively large positive weight to feature w and a small positive weight
to feature p. Unlike the hand-tuned ost fun tion, all the Stage runs assigned a negative
weight to feature U . The similarity of the learned fun tions suggests that transfer between
problem instan es would indeed be fruitful.
As an aside, we note that Stage's assignment of a negative oeÆ ient to U is surprising,
be ause U measures the sparsity of the horizontal tra ks. U orrelates strongly positively
with the obje tive fun tion to be minimized; a term of U in the evaluation fun tion ought
to pull the sear h toward terrible, sparse solutions in whi h ea h subnet o upies its own
tra k. However, the positive oeÆ ient on w an els out this bias, and in fa t a proper
balan e between the two terms an be shown to lead sear h toward solutions with uneven
tra k sparsity|some tra ks nearly full, some nearly empty. Although this hara teristi is
not itself the mark of a high-quality solution, it does help lead hill limbing sear h to highquality solutions. Stage su essfully dis overed and exploited this predi tive ombination
of features.
4.2

: A Voting Algorithm for Transfer

X-Stage

Many sensible methods for transferring the knowledge learned by Stage from training instan es to new instan es an be imagined. This se tion presents one su h method. Stage's
learned knowledge, of ourse, is represented by the approximated value fun tion V~  . We
would like to take the V~  information learned on a set of training instan es fI ; I ; : : : ; IN g
and use it to guide sear h on a given new instan e I 0. But how an we ensure that V~  is
meaningful a ross multiple problem instan es simultaneously, when the various instan es
may di er markedly in size, shape, and attainable obje tive-fun tion value?
1
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The rst step is to impose an instan e-independent representation on the features F (x),
whi h omprise the input to V~  (F (x)). As it so happens, all the feature sets des ribed in
Se tion 3 above are naturally instan e-independent, or an easily be made so by normalization. For example, in Bayesian-network stru ture- nding problems (Se tion 3.3), the feature
that ounts the number of parentless nodes an be made instan e-independent simply by
hanging it to the per entage of total nodes that are parentless.
The se ond step on erns normalization of the outputs of V~  (F (x)), whi h are predi tions of obje tive-fun tion values. In Table 3 above, the nine hannel routing instan es
all have quite di erent solution qualities, ranging from 8 tra ks in the ase of instan e
to more than 50 tra ks in the ase of instan e
. If we wish to train a single
fun tion approximator to make meaningful predi tions about the expe ted solution quality
on both instan es
and
, then we must normalize the obje tive fun tion itself.
For example, V~  ould be trained to predi t not the expe ted rea hable Obj value, but
the expe ted rea hable per entage above a known lower bound for ea h instan e. In their
algorithm for transfer among job-shop s heduling instan es (des ribed below), Zhang and
Dietteri h (1995, 1996) adopt this approa h: they heuristi ally normalize ea h instan e's
nal job-shop s hedule length by dividing it by the diÆ ulty level of the starting state. A
similar normalization s heme was also used su essfully by Moll et al. (1999). This enables
them to train a single predi tive evaluation fun tion over all problem instan es.
However, if the available lower bounds are not tight, su h normalization an be problemati . We adopt here a di erent approa h that eliminates the need to normalize the
obje tive fun tion a ross instan es. The essential idea is to re ognize that ea h individually
learned V~I fun tion, unnormalized, is already suitable for guiding sear h on the new problem I 0 : the sear h behavior of an evaluation fun tion is s ale and translation-invariant. Our
~I fun tions
X-Stage algorithm, spe i ed in Table 4, ombines the knowledge of multiple V
not by merging them into a single new evaluation fun tion, but by having them vote on
move de isions for the new problem I 0 . Note that after the initial set of value fun tions
has been trained, X-Stage performs no further learning when given a new optimization
problem I 0 to solve.
Combining V~I de isions by voting rather than, say, averaging, ensures that ea h training
instan e arries equal weight in the de ision-making pro ess, regardless of the range of that
instan e's obje tive fun tion. Voting is also robust to \outlier" fun tions, su h as the one
learned on instan e
in Table 3 above. Su h a fun tion's move re ommendations will
simply be outvoted. A drawba k to the voting s heme is that, in theory, loops are possible
in whi h a majority prefers x over x0, x0 over x00, and x00 over x. However, we have not seen
su h a loop in pra ti e, and if one did o ur, the patien e ounter Patien e would at least
prevent X-Stage from getting permanently stu k.
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HYC1

HYC6

k

k

k
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4.3 Experiments

We applied X-Stage to the domains of bin-pa king and hannel routing. For the binpa king experiment, we gathered a set of 20 instan es (the
suite) from the OR-Library.
Using the same Stage parameters given in that se tion, we trained V~  fun tions for all
, and then applied X-Stage to test performan e on the held-out
of the 20 ex ept
instan e. The performan e urves of X-Stage and, for omparison, ordinary Stage are
u250

u250 13
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(I ; I ; : : : ; IN ; I 0 ):
Given:
 a set of training problem instan es fI ; : : : ; IN g and a test instan e I 0.
Ea h instan e has its own obje tive fun tion and all other Stage parameters (see
Table 1). It is assumed that ea h instan e's featurizer F : X ! <D maps states to
the same number D of real-valued features.
1. Run Stage independently on ea h of the N training instan es.
This produ es a set of learned value fun tions fV~I1 ; V~I2 ; : : : ; V~I g.
2. Run Stage on the new instan e I 0 , but skipping Stage's training Step 2b, and
modifying Step 2 |the step that sear hes for a promising new starting state for |as
follows. Instead of performing hill limbing on a newly learned V~  , perform votinghill limbing on the set of previously learned V~  fun tions. Voting-hill limbing means
simply:
A ept a proposed move from state x to state x0 if and only if, for a majority
of the learned value fun tions, V~I (F (x0 ))  V~I (F (x)).
Return the best state found.

X-Stage

1

2

1

N

k

k

Table 4: The X-Stage algorithm for transferring learned knowledge to a new optimization
instan e
shown in Figure 16 (left). The semilog s ale of the plot learly shows that X-Stage rea hes
good performan e levels more qui kly than Stage. However, after only about 10 learning
iterations and 10,000 evaluations, the average performan e of Stage ex eeds that of X~  fun tion, nely tuned for the parti ular instan e under onsideration,
Stage. Stage's V
ultimately outperforms the voting-based restart poli y generated from 19 related instan es.
The hannel routing experiment was ondu ted with the set of 9 instan es shown in
Table 3 above. Again, all Stage parameters were set as in the experiments of Se tion 3.
We trained V~  fun tions for the instan es
:::
, and applied X-Stage to test
performan e on instan e . The performan e urves of X-Stage and ordinary Stage
are shown in Figure 16. Again, X-Stage rea hes good performan e levels more qui kly
than does Stage. This time, the voting-based restart poli y maintains its superiority over
the instan e-spe i learned poli y for the duration of the run.
These preliminary experiments indi ate that the knowledge Stage learns during problemsolving an indeed be transferred pro tably to novel problem instan es. An interesting question for futher resear h is how to ombine previously learned knowledge with new knowledge
learned during a run, so as to have the best of both worlds: exploiting general knowledge
about a family of instan es to rea h good solutions qui kly, and exploiting instan e-spe i
knowledge to rea h the best possible solutions.
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Figure 16: Left: Bin-pa king performan e on instan e
with transfer (X-Stage)
and without transfer (Stage). Right: Channel routing performan e on instan e
with and without transfer. Note the logarithmi s ale of the x-axes.
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5. Related Work

draws on work from the ommunities of adaptive lo al sear h, reinfor ement learning,
and geneti algorithms. This se tion reviews the most relevant results from ea h of these
ommunities in turn.

Stage

5.1 Adaptive Multi-Restart Te hniques

An iteration of hill limbing typi ally rea hes a lo al optimum very qui kly. Thus, in the
time required to perform a single iteration of (say) simulated annealing, one an run many
hill limbing iterations from di erent random starting points (or even from the same starting
point, if move operators are sampled sto hasti ally) and report the best result. Empiri ally,
random multi-start hill limbing has produ ed ex ellent solutions on pra ti al omputer
vision tasks (Beveridge, Graves, & Lesher, 1996), outperformed simulated annealing on the
traveling salesman problem (TSP) (Johnson & M Geo h, 1997), and outperformed geneti
algorithms and geneti programming on several large-s ale testbeds (Juels & Wattenberg,
1996).
Nevertheless, the e e tiveness of random multi-start lo al sear h is limited in many ases
by a \ entral limit atastrophe" (Boese, Kahng, & Muddu, 1994): random lo al optima in
large problems tend to all have average quality, with little varian e (Martin & Otto, 1994).
This means the han e of nding an improved solution diminishes qui kly from one iteration
to the next. To improve on these han es, an adaptive multi-start approa h|designed to
sele t restart states with better-than-average odds of nding an improved solution|seems
appropriate. Indeed, in the theoreti al model of lo al sear h proposed by Aldous and
Vazirani (1994), a given performan e level that takes O(n) restarts to rea h by a random
starting poli y an instead be rea hed with as few as O(log n) restarts when an adaptive
poli y, whi h uses su essful early runs to seed later starting states, is used.
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Many adaptive multi-start te hniques have been proposed. One parti ularly relevant
study has been ondu ted by Boese (1995). On a xed, well-known instan e of the TSP,
he ran lo al sear h 2500 times to produ e 2500 lo ally optimal solutions. Then, for ea h of
those solutions, he omputed the average distan e to the other 2499 solutions, measured by
a natural distan e metri on TSP tours. The results showed a stunning orrelation between
solution quality and average distan e: high-quality lo al optima tended to have small average distan e to the other optima|they were \ entrally" lo ated|while worse lo al optima
tended to have greater average distan e to the others; they were at the \outskirts" of the
spa e. Similar orrelations were found in a variety of other optimization domains, in luding ir uit/graph partitioning, satis ability, number partitioning, and job-shop s heduling.
Boese on luded that many pra ti al optimization problems exhibit a \globally onvex" or
so- alled \big valley" stru ture, in whi h the set of lo al optima appears onvex with one
entral global optimum. Boese's intuitive diagram of the big valley stru ture is reprodu ed
in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Intuitive pi ture of the \big valley" solution spa e stru ture. (Adapted from
(Boese, 1995).)
The big valley stru ture is auspi ious for a Stage-like approa h. Indeed, Boese's intuitive diagram, motivated by his experiments on large-s ale omplex problems, bears a
striking resemblan e to the 1-D wave fun tion of Figure 1, whi h we ontrived as an example of the kind of problem at whi h Stage would ex el. Boese went on to propose a
two-phase adaptive multi-start methodology for optimization similar to Stage. The main
di eren e is that Boese hand-builds a problem-spe i routine for adaptively onstru ting
new starting states, whereas Stage uses ma hine learning to do the same automati ally.
A similar methodology underlies the urrent best heuristi for solving large traveling
salesman problems, \ hained lo al optimization" (CLO) (Martin & Otto, 1994). CLO
performs ordinary hill limbing to rea h a lo al optimum z, and then applies a spe ial largestep sto hasti operator designed to \ki k" the sear h from z into a nearby but di erent
attra ting basin. Hill limbing from this new starting point produ es a new lo al optimum
z 0 ; if this turns out to be mu h poorer than z , then CLO returns to z , undoing the ki k. In
e e t, CLO onstru ts a new high-level sear h spa e: the new operators onsist of large-step
ki k moves, and the new obje tive fun tion is al ulated by rst applying hill limbing in
the low-level spa e, then evaluating the resulting lo al optimum. (A similar tri k is often
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applied with geneti algorithms, as we dis uss in Se tion 5.3 below.) In the TSP, the ki k
designed by Martin and Otto (1994) is a so- alled \double-bridge" operation, hosen be ause
su h moves annot be easily found nor easily undone by Lin-Kernighan lo al sear h moves
(Johnson & M Geo h, 1997). Like Boese's adaptive multi-start, CLO relies on manually
designed ki k steps for nding a good new starting state, as opposed to Stage's learned
restart poli y. Furthermore, Stage's \ki ks" pla e sear h in not just a random nearby
basin, but one spe i ally predi ted to produ e an improved lo al optimum.
The big valley diagram, like our 1-D wave fun tion, onveys the notion of a global
stru ture over the lo al optima. Unlike the wave fun tion, it also onveys one potentially
misleading intuition: that starting from low- ost solutions is ne essarily better than starting from high- ost solutions. In his survey of lo al sear h te hniques for the TSP, Johnson (1997) onsidered four di erent randomized heuristi s for onstru ting starting tours
from whi h to begin lo al sear h. He found signi ant di eren es in the quality of nal solutions. Interestingly, the heuristi that onstru ted the best-quality starting tours (namely,
the \Clarke-Wright" heuristi ) was also the one that led sear h to the worst -quality nal
solutions|even worse than starting from a very poor, ompletely random tour. Su h \deeptiveness" an ause trouble for simulated annealing and geneti algorithms. Large-step
methods su h as CLO may evade some su h de eits by \stepping over" high- ost regions.
Stage onfronts the de eit head-on: it expli itly dete ts when features other than the obje tive fun tion are better predi tors of nal solution quality, and an learn to ignore the
obje tive fun tion altogether when sear hing for a good start state.
Many other sensible heuristi s for adaptive restarting have been shown e e tive in the
literature. The widely applied methodology of \tabu sear h" (Glover & Laguna, 1993) is
fundamentally a set of adaptive heuristi s for es aping lo al optima, like CLO's ki k steps.
Hagen and Kahng's (1997) \Clustered Adaptive Multi-Start" a hieves ex ellent results on
the VLSI netlist partitioning task; like CLO, it alternates between sear h with high-level
operators ( onstru ted adaptively by lustering elements of previous good solutions) and
ordinary lo al sear h. Jagota's \Sto hasti Steep Des ent with Reinfor ement Learning"
heuristi ally rewards good starting states and punishes poor starting states in a multi-start
hill limbing ontext (Jagota, San his, & Ganesan, 1996). The pre ise reward me hanism is
heuristi ally determined and appears to be quite problem-spe i , as opposed to Stage's
uniform me hanism of predi ting sear h out omes by value fun tion approximation. As
su h, a dire t empiri al omparison would be diÆ ult.
5.2 Reinfor ement Learning for Optimization

As mentioned in Se tion 2.1, Stage may be seen as approximating the value fun tion of a
poli y in a Markov de ision pro ess that orresponds to the optimization problem. Value
fun tion approximation has previously been applied to a large-s ale optimization task: the
Spa e Shuttle Payload Pro essing (SSPP) domain (Zhang & Dietteri h, 1995; Zhang, 1996).
As this work is the losest in the literature to ours, we will dis uss it here in some detail.
Stage works by learning V  , the predi ted out ome of a prespe i ed optimization
poli y . By ontrast, the Zhang and Dietteri h approa h seeks to learn V  , the predi ted
out ome of the best possible optimization poli y. Before dis ussing how they approa hed
this ambitious goal, we must address how the \best possible optimization poli y" is de ned,
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sin e optimization poli ies fa e two on i ting obje tives: to produ e good solutions and
to nish qui kly. In the SSPP domain, Zhang and Dietteri h measured the total ost of a
sear h traje tory (x ; x ; : : : ; xN ; end) by
Obj(xN ) + 0:001N
E e tively, sin e Obj(x) is near 1:0 in this domain, this ost fun tion means that a 1%
improvement in nal solution quality is worth about 10 extra sear h steps (Zhang, 1996).
The goal of learning, then, was to produ e a poli y  to optimize this balan e between
traje tory length and nal solution quality.
Zhang and Dietteri h's goal was to obtain transfer from easy instan es to hard instan es of SSPP. Thus, they represented states by abstra t instan e-independent features,
as we did later in X-Stage. They also normalized their obje tive fun tion so that it would
span roughly the same range regardless of problem diÆ ulty; X-Stage's voting-based approa h to transfer of X-Stage allows this normalization to be avoided. Following Tesauro's
methodology for reinfor ement-learning of V  on ba kgammon (Tesauro, 1992), they applied optimisti TD() to the SSPP domain. The results showed that sear hes with the
learned evaluation fun tions produ ed s hedules as good as those found by the previously
best SSPP optimizer in less than half the CPU time.
Getting these results required substantial tuning. One ompli ation involves state-spa e
y les. Sin e the SSPP move operators are deterministi , a learned poli y may easily enter
an in nite loop, whi h makes its value fun tion unde ned. Loops are fairly infrequent beause most operators repair onstraint violations, lengthening the s hedule; still, Zhang and
Dietteri h had to in lude a loop-dete tion and es ape me hanism, louding the interpretation of V . To atta k other ombinatorial optimization domains with their method, they
suggest that \it is important to formulate problem spa es so that they are a y li " (Zhang,
1996)|but su h formulations are unnatural for most lo al sear h appli ations, in whi h
the operators typi ally allow any solution to be rea hed from any other solution. Stage
nesses this issue by xing  to be a proper poli y su h as hill limbing, whi h annot y le.
Stage also ir umvents three other algorithmi ompli ations that Zhang and Dietteri h
found it ne essary to introdu e: experien e replay (Lin, 1993), random exploration (slowly
de reasing over time), and random-sample greedy sear h. Experien e replay, i.e., saving the
best traje tories in memory and o asionally retraining on them, is unne essary in Stage
be ause the regression matri es always maintain the suÆ ient statisti s of all histori al
training data (Boyan, 2001). Adding random exploration is unne essary be ause empiri ally,
Stage's baseline poli y  (e.g., sto hasti hill limbing or WALKSAT) provides enough
exploration inherently. This is in ontrast to the SSPP formulation, where a tions are
deterministi . Finally, Stage does not fa e the bran hing fa tor problem that led Zhang
and Dietteri h to introdu e random-sample greedy sear h (RSGS). Brie y, the problem
is that when hundreds or thousands of legal operators are available, sele ting the greedy
a tion, as optimisti TD() requires, is too ostly. RSGS uses a heuristi to sele t an
approximately greedy move from a subset of the available moves. Again, this louds the
interpretation of V  . In Stage, ea h de ision is simply whether to a ept or reje t a single
available move, and the interpretation of V  is lear.
To summarize, Stage avoids most of the algorithmi omplexities of Zhang and Dietteri h's method be ause it is solving a fundamentally simpler problem: estimating V  from
0

1
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a xed sto hasti , rather than dis overing an optimal deterministi poli y  and value
fun tion V . It also avoids many issues of normalizing problem instan es and designing
training ar hite tures by virtue of the fa t that it applies in the ontext of a single problem
instan e. However, an advantage of the Zhang and Dietteri h approa h is its potential to
identify a truly optimal or near-optimal poli y . Stage an only learn an improvement
over the prespe i ed poli y .
5.3 Geneti Algorithms

Geneti algorithms (GAs), based on metaphors of biologi al evolution su h as natural sele tion, mutation, and re ombination, represent another heuristi approa h to ombinatorial
optimization (Goldberg, 1989). Translated into the terminology of lo al sear h, \natural
sele tion" means reje ting high- ost states in favor of low- ost states, as hill limbing does;
\mutation" means a small-step lo al sear h operation; and \re ombination" means adaptively reating a new state from previously good solutions. GAs have mu h in ommon with
the adaptive multi-start hill limbing approa hes dis ussed above in Se tion 5.1. In broad
terms, the GA population arries out multiple restarts of hill limbing in parallel, ulling
poor-performing runs and repla ing them with new adaptively onstru ted starting states.
To apply GAs to an optimization problem, the on guration spa e X must be represented as a spa e of dis rete feature ve tors|typi ally xed-length bitstrings f0; 1gL |and
the mapping must be a bije tion, so that a solution bitstring in the feature spa e an be
onverted ba k to a on guration in X . This ontrasts with Stage, where features an be
any real-valued fun tions of the state, and the mapping need not be invertible. Typi ally,
a GA mutation operator onsists of ipping a single bit, and a re ombination operator
onsists of merging the bits of two \parent" bitstrings into the new \ hild" bitstring. The
e e tiveness of GA sear h depends riti ally on the suitability of these operators to the
parti ular bitstring representation hosen for the problem. Hill limbing and simulated annealing, by ontrast, allow mu h more sophisti ated, domain-spe i sear h operators, su h
as the partition-graph manipulations we used for hannel routing (Wong et al., 1988). On
the other hand, geneti algorithms have a built-in me hanism for ombining features of
previously dis overed good solutions into new starting states. Stage an be seen as providing the best of both worlds: sophisti ated sear h operators and adaptive restarts based
on arbitrary domain features.
Some GA implementations do manage to take advantage of lo al sear h operators more
sophisti ated than bit- ips, using the tri k of embedding a hill limbing sear h into ea h
obje tive fun tion evaluation (Hinton & Nowlan, 1987). That is, the GA's population
of bitstrings a tually serves as a population not of nal solutions but of starting states
for hill limbing. The most su essful GA approa hes to the traveling salesman problem
all work this way so that they an exploit the sophisti ated Lin-Kernighan lo al sear h
moves (Johnson & M Geo h, 1997). Here, the GA operators play a role analogous to the
large-step \ki k moves" of hained lo al optimization (Martin & Otto, 1994), as des ribed
in Se tion 5.1 above. Depending on the parti ular implementation, the next generation's
population may onsist of not only the best starting states from the previous generation,
but also the best nal states found by hill limbing runs|a kind of Lamar kian evolution in
whi h learned traits are inheritable (A kley & Littman, 1993; Johnson & M Geo h, 1997).
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In su h a GA, the population may be seen as impli itly maintaining a global predi tive
model of where, in bitstring-spa e, the best starting points are to be found. The COMIT
algorithm of Baluja and Davies (1997) makes this viewpoint expli it: it generates adaptive starting points not by random geneti re ombination, but rather by rst building an
expli it probabilisti model of the population and then sampling that model. COMIT's
learned probability model is similar in spirit to Stage's V  fun tion. Di eren es in lude
the following:
 COMIT is restri ted to bije tive bitstring-like representations, whereas Stage an
use any feature mapping; and
 COMIT's model is trained from only the set of best-quality states found so far, ignoring the di eren es between their out omes; whereas Stage's value fun tion is trained
from all states seen on all traje tories, good and bad, paying attention to the out ome
values. Boese's experimental data and \big valley stru ture" hypothesis indi ate that
there is often useful information to be gained by modelling the weaker areas of the
solution spa e, too (Boese et al., 1994). In parti ular, this gives Stage the power for
dire ted extrapolation beyond the support of its training set.
In preliminary experiments in the Boolean satis ability domain, on the same 32-bit parity
instan es des ribed in Se tion 3.6, COMIT (using WALKSAT as a subroutine) did not
perform as well as Stage (Davies & Baluja, 1998).
Finally, for a broader survey of ma hine learning methods applied to large-s ale optimization, we refer the reader to the pro eedings of a re ent IJCAI workshop (Boyan,
Buntine, & Jagota, 2000).
6. Con lusions and Future Work

Our primary on lusion is that learned, predi tive evaluation fun tions an boost the performan e of lo al sear h. Stage is a simple, pra ti al te hnique that demonstrates this;
on most tested instan es, Stage robustly outperforms both multi-start hill limbing and a
good implementation of simulated annealing. Stage's simpli ity enables many potentially
useful extensions, su h as the X-Stage algorithm for transfer presented above. Further
extensions in lude the following:
Non-polynomial fun tion approximators. Our results were limited to polynomial models of V  . It would be interesting to see whether other linear ar hite tures|su h as
CMACs, radial basis fun tion networks, and random-representation neural networks|
ould produ e better ts and better performan e. A more ambitious study ould investigate eÆ ient ways to use nonlinear ar hite tures, su h as multi-layer per eptrons
or memory-based methods, with Stage. In the ontext of transfer, the training speed
of the fun tion approximator is less ru ial.
~  . On ea h iteration, in order to nd a promising
More aggressive optimization of V
new starting state for the baseline pro edure , Stage optimizes V~  by performing
rst-improvement hill limbing (Step 2 ). A more aggressive optimization te hnique
su h as simulated annealing ould instead be applied at that stage, and that may well
improve performan e.
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With the ex eption of the WALKSAT results of Se tion 3.6, Stage
has been trained to predi t and improve upon the baseline pro edure of  = rstimprovement hill limbing. However, in some optimization problems|parti ularly,
those with relatively few moves available from ea h state|steepest-des ent (bestimprovement) sear h may be more e e tive. Steepest-des ent is proper, Markovian,
and monotoni , so Stage applies dire tly; it would be interesting to ompare its
e e tiveness with rst-improvement hill limbing's.
Continuous optimization. Our results have fo used on dis rete optimization problems.
However, Stage applies without modi ation to ontinuous global optimization problems (i.e., nd x = argminObj : <K ! <) as well. The artogram design problem
of Se tion 3.5 is an example of su h a problem; however, mu h more sophisti ated
neighborhood operators than the point perturbations we de ned for that domain are
available. For example, the downhill simplex method of Nelder and Mead (des ribed
in (Press et al., 1992, x10.4)) provides an e e tive set of lo al sear h moves for ontinuous optimization. Downhill simplex rea hes a lo al optimum qui kly, and Press
et al.(1992) re ommend embedding it within a multiple-restart or simulated-annealing
framework. Stage ould provide an e e tive learning framework for multi-restart
simplex sear h.
Con den e intervals. Stage identi es good restart points by optimizing V~  (F (x)), the
predi ted expe ted out ome of sear h from x. However, in the ontext of a long run
involving many restarts, it may be better to start sear h from a state with worse
expe ted out ome but higher out ome varian e. After all, what we really want to
minimize is not the out ome of any one traje tory, but the minimum out ome over the
whole olle tion of traje tories Stage generates. A possible heuristi along these lines
would be to exploit on den e intervals on V~  's predi tions to guide sear h, similarly
to the interval-estimation (Kaelbling, 1993) and IEMAX (Moore & S hneider, 1996)
algorithms.
Filtering refers to the early uto of an unpromising sear h traje tory|before it even
rea hes a lo al optimum|to onserve time for additional restarts and better traje tories. Heuristi methods for ltering have been investigated by, e.g., Nakakui &
Sadeh (1994). Perkins et al. (1997) have suggested that reinfor ement-learning methods ould provide a prin ipled me hanism for de iding when to abort a traje tory. In
the ontext of Stage, ltering ould be implemented simply as follows: ut o any
-traje tory when its predi ted eventual out ome V~  is worse than, say, the mean of
all -out omes seen thus far. This te hnique would allow Stage to exploit its learned
predi tions during both stages of sear h.
Sampling refers to the sele tion of andidate moves for evaluation during sear h. In our
work, we have assumed that andidate moves are generated with a probability distribution that remains stationary throughout the optimization run. In optimization
pra ti e, however, it is often more e e tive to modify the andidate distribution over
the ourse of the sear h|for example, to generate large-step andidate moves more
frequently early in the sear h pro ess, and to generate small-step, ne-tuning moves
more frequently later in sear h (Cohn, 1992, x2.4.4). In one approa h (Su, Buntine,

Steepest des ent.
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Newton, & Peters, 1998), linear regression is used to predi t, over multiple simulatedannealing runs, the long-term out ome a hieved by starting sear h at state x and
with initial a tion a. In reinfor ement-learning terminology, their method learns to
approximate the task's state-a tion value fun tion Q (x; a) (Watkins, 1989). This
form of value fun tion allows the e e ts of various a tions a to be predi ted without
having to a tually apply the a tion or invoke the obje tive fun tion. In optimization domains where obje tive fun tion evaluations are ostly, the Q value-fun tion
formulation o ers the potential for signi ant speedup.
5

All the approa hes dis ussed thus far have built evaluation
fun tions by approximating a value fun tion V  or V , fun tions whi h predi t the
long-term out omes of a sear h poli y. However, an alternative approa h not based
on value fun tion approximation, whi h we all dire t meta-optimization, also applies.
Dire t meta-optimization methods assume a xed parametri form for the evaluation
fun tion and optimize those parameters dire tly with respe t to the ultimate obje tive.
In symbols, given an evaluation fun tion V~ (xjw~ ) parametrized by weights w~ , we seek
to learn w~ by dire tly optimizing the meta-obje tive fun tion

Dire t Meta-Optimization.

M (w
~ ) = the expe

ted performan e of sear h using evaluation fun tion V~ (xjw~ ) :

The evaluation fun tions V~ learned by su h methods are not onstrained by the Bellman equations: the values they produ e for any given state have no semanti interpretation in terms of long-term predi tions. The la k of su h onstraints means that less
information for training the fun tion an be gleaned from a simulation run; however,
not having to meet the Bellman onstraints may a tually make learning easier.
O hotta (1994) demonstrated a su essful, though omputationally expensive, method
of applying meta-optimization to ombinatorial optimization. We believe that re ent
memory-based sto hasti optimization te hniques (Moore & S hneider, 1996; Moore,
S hneider, Boyan, & Lee, 1998; Anderson, Moore, & Cohn, 2000) an signi antly
redu e the omputational requirements of dire t meta-optimization. Whether dire t
meta-optimization methods or Stage-like methods ultimately provide the most effe tive means of learning evaluation fun tions for global optimization remains to be
seen.
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